SCHOOLINSIGHT™
Web-based Discipline Management

Improve student behavior with a proactive approach to discipline.

Better manage your school’s discipline process and create positive, measurable change. Discipline management software helps you easily track problem students, locations, and times when incidents occur. Use data to implement interventions, measure change, and improve student behavior.

Gather valuable discipline data electronically.
Examine who, where, when, and what incidents occur. Quickly identify at-risk students and respond with appropriate disciplinary action.

Improve behavior. Track and measure the impact of interventions. Develop consistent, school-wide consequences that actually work! Maintain a safe and productive learning climate.

Easy for staff. Manage the whole discipline process in real-time. Staff fills out discipline incidents online and administrators quickly respond.

Safe and secure. No need to lock discipline reports in a drawer. Securely share them with administrators that “need to know.” Our firewalled environment is ideal for confidential data.

Instantly communicate with parents. Send official notifications of suspensions, detentions, verbal warnings, etc. through mail and/or email.

Integrated with SchoolInsight and TeacherEase.
Use independently or with our student management system and/or gradebook.

CALL 1-866-847-3405
WWW.SCHOOLINSIGHT.COM

“I really like that the discipline module is web-based. Teachers can easily set up referrals and cross-reference behavior issues in the building. The reports help me track problem areas and I know where and when additional resources are needed.”

Troy Miller
Assistant Principal
Northbrook Middle School